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Abstract: In the present scenario terrorist attacks are biggest problem for the mankind and whole world is under constant threat from these well-planned, sophisticated and coordinated terrorist operations. Now every country is focusing on counter-terrorism. Counter-terrorism is the practices, tactics, strategies and techniques that governments, militaries, police and security agency uses to prevent or in response to terrorist threats. This paper will focus on terrorist group prediction techniques for counter-terrorism. Also, analysis of predicting the responsible group using CLOPE algorithm.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Prediction of terrorist group using historical data of attacks has been less explored due to the lack of detailed terrorist data which contain terrorist group’s attacks and activities. The reasons may be its confidentiality & sensitivity. Intelligence agencies are having large amount of data. They are continuously monitoring terrorist activities. But they are not having enough trained officers to process bulk data in very less time period for the purpose of decision-making about terrorist attacks. In counter terrorism first step after any incident/attack is to find the group names that were involved and to make strategy to catch them.

II. DATA MINING FOR COUNTER TERRORISM

Security is an important aspect that has been given top priority by all political and government worldwide and are aiming to reduce crime incidence [1, 2]. Intelligence analysis might be applied to any of several recognized intelligence sources like Signals Intelligence (SIGINT), Imagery Intelligence (IMINT), and Open Source Intelligence (OSINT) [3].

Current terrorism informatics, which aims to help security officials using data mining techniques, is mainly focused on using social network analysis (SNA) for structural and positional analysis of terrorist networks where required information is provided from non-crime data [4, 5, 6, 7]. Prediction of terrorist group using historical data of an attack has very less work; this is because of lack of detailed terrorist data which contain terrorist group’s attacks and activities [8]. “The use of data mining technologies in counter terrorism has been flourishing since the U.S. Government encouraged the use of information technologies” [9]. This paper, focus on developing a prediction model using historical data to predict the terrorist group involved in a given attack [10]. Our database includes terrorist attacks in different countries from year 1970 to 2011.

III. GROUP PREDICTION TECHNIQUE

Prediction of terrorist group after an attack is one of the most important steps for counter terrorism. As soon as we are able to find the involved group name, we will be able to make strategies to catch the culprits. Generally, the terrorist group responsible for an attack is detected by using email, telephone signal information, terrorist web sites, social network analysis etc
Terrorist activities occurred in past are available in criminal data/historical database. This database can be used to detect terrorist group responsible for an attack. Frequency of terrorist attacks can also be analyzed [10].

IV. TERRORIST GROUP PREDICTION MODEL (TGPM)

Terrorist group prediction model (TGPM) which learns the pattern of terrorist attacks from the available historical data and make an association between terrorist group and previous attacks. Every terrorist group can be differentiated based on the style of attack, targets like police, private organizations; public property etc. so by analyzing these patterns TGPM will predict the group that may be involved in a given incident [10].

TGPM is developed to detect the responsible terrorist group by using historical data [10]. TGPM uses the concept of Crime Prediction Model, Group Detection Model (GDM) and Offender Group Detection Model (OGDM) [11,12]. “TGPM uses various parameters like attack type, location, target type, weapon type, hostage/kidnapping and suicide attack etc. TGPM uses terrorist corpus, parameter’s value and parameters weight as input” [10].

A. GDM (Group Detection Model):

GDM is a general detection model based on co-offending clustering. It works by linking co-offenders with inner join query using unique crime reference id numbers. These links collected together to create criminal networks as graphs, then Strongly Connected Components (SCC) algorithm [12] is applied so that each connected component can be treated as an individual criminal network. SCC algorithm is a way of dividing big graphs into smaller chunks of sub graphs or components. A directed graph is called strongly connected if for every pair of vertices there are paths towards each of them. SCC components of a directed graph are its maximal strongly connected sub graphs. In GDM, each component represents a unique criminal network and one criminal can only belong to a single criminal network. GDM simply finds and links all criminals each other who commit the same crime with the same friends.

B. OGDM (Offender Group Detection Model):

Just like GDM uses co-offending feature, OGDM uses similarity of three crime features which are criminals’ choice of crime location, date, and modus operandi by assuming that similarly behaving criminals would inevitably meet or know each other since they are likely minded. OGDM steps include creation of Spatial, Temporal, and Modus Operandi links, followed by clustering for detecting criminal networks. OGDM is similar to GDM for creating links although GDM counts links between criminals as link weights, whereas OGDM calculates link weights counted and normalized against all links.

V. DATA SET AND COLLECTION METHODOLOGY

The Global Terrorism Database (GTD) is an open-source database including information on terrorist events around the world from 1970 through 2011 (with additional annual updates planned for the future). Unlike many other event databases, the GTD includes systematic data on domestic as well as transnational and international terrorist incidents that have occurred during this time period and now includes more than 104,000 cases. For each GTD incident, information is available on the date and location of the incident, the weapons used and nature of the target, the number of casualties, and--when identifiable--the group or individual responsible. Statistical information contained in the Global Terrorism Database is based on reports from a variety of open media sources.

A. Characteristics of the GTD:

a) Contains information on over 104,000 terrorist attacks.

b) Currently the most comprehensive unclassified data base on terrorist events in the world.
c) Includes information on more than 47,000 bombings, 14,000 assassinations, and 5,300 kidnappings since 1970.

d) Includes information on at least 45 variables for each case, with more recent incidents including information on more than 120 variables.

e) Over 3,500,000 news articles and 25,000 news sources were reviewed to collect incident data from 1998 to 2011 alone.

The Global Terrorism Database (GTD) was developed to be a comprehensive, methodologically robust set of longitudinal data on incidents of domestic and international terrorism. Its primary purpose is to enable researchers and analysts to increase understanding of the phenomenon of terrorism. The GTD is specifically designed to be amenable to the latest quantitative analytic techniques used in the social and computational sciences.

VI. DEFINITION OF TERRORISM

The collectors of the database aimed to record every known terrorist event within and across countries and over time, as identified in multi-lingual news sources, for the purpose of performing risk analysis for U.S. businesses. Incidents were collected according to the following definition of terrorism:

"The threatened or actual use of illegal force and violence by a non-state actor to attain a political, economic, religious, or social goal through fear, coercion, or intimidation."

It is well-recognized that divergent definitions of terrorism abound and that the nature and causes of terrorism are hotly contested by both governments and scholars.

"The violent act was aimed at attaining a political, economic, religious, or social goal";

"The violent act included evidence of an intention to coerce, intimidate, or convey some other message to a larger audience (or audiences) other than the immediate victims;" and

"The violent act was outside the precepts of International Humanitarian Law".

These criteria—which continue to be employed by data collectors in post-2007 collection efforts—were constructed to allow analysts and scholars flexibility in applying various definitions of terrorism to meet different operational needs. The criteria for incident inclusion and the coding scheme used in GTD were developed by a START Advisory Board, which consisted of recognized experts in terrorism and data collection.

This paper is based on TGPM model and its architecture has been used as a reference [10].
Data preprocessing is an important step in which missing values are filled up, redundancies are removed and filtering is performed so that the database will be ready for use. Missing values can be filled by using various terrorist databases available over internet for terrorism research [13, 14, 15]. After pre-processing of database, percentage of attacks of each group is calculated based on input parameters. Each parameter is assigned a weight based on its impact over the incident. The group weight is calculated by using the percentage of attacks of each group and the parameters weight. Different clusters are created. Association between these clusters is being performed and highest value from these associations is obtained. Group name corresponding to the highest value may be the most probable responsible terrorist group [10].

VII. SELECTION OF THE CLUSTERING ALGORITHM

Most clustering algorithms define some criterion functions and optimize them, maximizing the intra-cluster similarity and the inter-cluster dissimilarity. The criterion function can be defined locally or globally. CLOPE is specific to categorical attributes, which forms a large part of our database. At each level of the hierarchy; it groups instances within clusters, again with respect to a distance function. Finally, CLOPE calculates the extent to which categorical attributes match with each other, for two given instances. If the level of this matching is greater than a certain threshold, the instances are clustered together. Considering limitations, CLOPE was the only algorithm which clustered data with missing values. Also, it doesn’t require much tuning to efficiently obtain good clusters. Finally, it’s designed specifically for categorical attributes, and its performance is comparable to other algorithms for categorical clustering. Therefore, we selected CLOPE for our experiments.

VIII. IMPLEMENTATION OF CLOPE ALGORITHM

Like most partition-based clustering approaches, we approximate the best solution by iterative scanning of the database. Our implementation requires a first scan of the database to build the initial clustering. After that, a few more scans are required to refine the clustering and optimize the criterion function. If no changes to the clustering are made in a previous scan, the algorithm will stop, with the final clustering as the output. The output is simply an integer label for every transaction, indicating the cluster id that the transaction belongs to. For categorical attributes, it can be expected that those instances can be clustered which contain matching values for one or more attributes. CLOPE attempts to increase the intra-cluster overlapping of
categorical values by increasing the height-to-width ratio of the cluster histogram. It also uses a parameter called repulsion, to control the tightness of the cluster. Different number of clusters can be obtained by varying this parameter.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this study, it can be concluded that by using historical terrorist data it is possible to predict the group involved in the given attack. However, further study can be carried out to detect a terrorist group using historical data. For further research point of view it is suggested to use different artificial intelligence techniques of group detection and include more parameters like phone calls, email data etc. so that more accurate results can be obtained. Method of criminals and terrorists profiling can also be useful.
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